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ABOUT THE PROJECT
Prospects In Peripheries (PIP) aims in
maping the problem, researching and
sharing carefully selected fact-based smart
practices of how to change the narrative of
the peripheries from marginalisation to
local success. Further, in PIP the goal is to
encourage unemployed citizens of all ages
from peripheral, often structurally weak,
border regions to create, develop for
implementation project ideas that increase
prospects for people in their regions, albeit
enabling
community
workers
and
peripheral citizens to make a durable
positive impact on their regions and their
own future.
PIP intends to implement:
5 transnational project meetings
1 JSTE
2 Intellectual Outputs
7 Multiplier Events
Monitoring and Evaluation activities
Various other outcomes
Dissemination activities
Final training seminaries for NEETs
during a period of 28 months of project
activities running from 01-09-2019 til
31/12/2021.

FURTHER MORE...
The project will provide activities that meet
the needs of citizens, who want to use
innovative educational methods to get
involved in the development of their
regional area and to find new possibilities in
developing projects and entrepreneurial
ventures,
improving
employability,
socioeducational
and
personal
development, all of which will support the
aim of changing the narrative of their local,
peripheral region, in a fast-changing world.
PIP intends of course to contribute to the
empowerment and self- employability of
citizens in the periphery society in which
they live. These persons will come out
directy from the local environment and will
be involved offering them the new
opportunities that the project can develop.

In this sense also the help of other
organisations working in the same areas for
the same scopes will be asked.
PIP foresees 2 intellectual outputs.
Both of them are planned to allow the
development of innovative tools with the
aim to train NEETs to develop their own
projects, thus promoting local communities,
in direct connection with the JSTE and
directred as a T.o.T. (training of trainers) for
the partner. The participants will be actively
involved in the creation of these outputs.

